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<H1> Why Empowered Women Aren’t Successful In Love 
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As women empowerment serves as one of the most significant marks of the 21st century,               
gender inequality is gradually losing its grip and control on our present society----hence,             
numerous women are now rising into power, position, and popularity. Unlike those medieval             
times where women were subordinate, less educated, and discriminated, countless women of            
today are career-inclined and well-empowered. These women are no longer hiding underneath            
their husbands’ cloak and are proudly standing on their own feet. They no longer want to be                 
tagged as plain homemakers, full-time housewives, or men’s sidekicks as they love to be called               
“strong and career-driven”; and for many single women out there, having a romantic partner is               
just a reward, never a necessity.  
 

https://www.mbauniverse.com/group-discussion/topic/social-issues/women-empowerment-and-gender-justice


Alongside the several benefits of women empowerment on a social perspective is the             
underlying fact that most career-focused and excellent women find it difficult to search for              
true love. Why is this so? Isn’t it ironic? How can these ladies be too good at a societal aspect                    
and fail at a personal venture? Why do they fall short in terms of love where in fact, they mark                    
themselves as strong, good-founded, and mature individuals? Well, all of these questions will             
be clarified and answered as you continue reading below:  
 
 

● Career women are too focused at work and have no time socializing with new              
people. As career women gear their primary focus on work-related aspects, they usually             
experience this so-called “social dryness” and a lower likability quotient. A hectic            
five-days-in-a-week schedule can be so exhausting and one who’s into this would just             
have her weekends spent on doing her laundry, strolling at the mall, and most              
importantly, getting enough sleep. There is no sufficient time for socializing with men,             
and a set of workloads can be too overwhelming that it even has to be brought home if                  
and when necessary.  
 
Apparently, most career women nowadays always feel the pressure of proving           
themselves in male-dominated industries. According to the study of Parker and Funk            
(2017), 42 percent of women have admitted they’ve experienced discrimination in the            
workforce due to their gender. As a consequence, career women have set higher goals              
and sturdy efforts on their end to prove men wrong on their perception of them. As you                 
see, gender discrimination has allowed these women to rise from their weaknesses and             
come out stronger and wiser than they used to be. In effect of all these hard-earned                
career attachments, these women’s romantic lives have been compromised and are just            
given less value and attention. That is sad but true.  
 
 

● Strong women usually attract men who have more feminine energy, seeking           
validation from an assertive mother figure. Here’s the common paradox: strong and            
smart women usually attract narcissistic and less dependable men. Why is this so?             
Is it true that opposites attract? At some point, yes. A narcissistic man is someone who                
finds a woman whom he thinks could fill in the gaps caused by his ego, wants her to be                   
steady and strong so that she can take care of him, and likes to see his woman’s                 
self-sufficiency so that he won’t need to provide for her needs.  
 
In like manner, strong women are perceived by weaker men as someone whom they can               
rely on most especially when immaturity and irresponsibility take turns in striking their             
ego. Dependent and weak men are never intimidated by their partner’s           
achievements and intelligence since they view these things as walls where their            
cowardice can hide and find its peaceful dwelling. To put it fairly, however, there are men                
who became vulnerable due to a traumatic and painful experience. These kind of men              
are highly drawn to women who are assertive and imposing by nature, the kind who can                
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lead and guide them within the relationship, be the full-time emotional therapist of             
their excess baggage, and more so, serve as a substitute mother who can nurture their               
childish ways. Having a narcissistic and vulnerable partner can be too tiring and toxic for               
strong women; adjustments can be employed during the first few phases of the             
relationship, however, if there’s no improvement at all, it is just normal for these women               
to pull the trigger off their relationship and enjoy the life of being single. For strong                
Filipino women for instance, they don’t usually want to suffer the perils of having an               
immature man around; they always have this mindset that somebody better and more             
loving is up there to match their faithfulness and loyalty in terms of love.  

 
 

● Educated and high-achieving women unconsciously intimidate men who are         
actually potential lifetime partners. As “gender competition” continually has its way all            
around the globe, it is of no wonder why the ratio of women getting themselves a                
higher educational level over men is on the rise. In one part of Asia for example,                
Chinese women have outnumbered men in undergraduate and postgraduate         
degrees, making them more empowered and knowledgeable than ever before.  
 
In line with this, it is inevitable for potential lovers out there to get intimidated by these                 
women’s educational background, hence making them less marriageable compared         
to women with lower educational status. We have already heard a lot of narratives              
from good men where they tend to hesitate from pursuing high-achieving women not             
because they are coward, but because they are too intimidated in the first place. For               
instance, a high school graduate would be hesitant in pursuing an empowered and too              
skillful PhD holder for two major reasons: he is either afraid that she might downgrade               
his potentials and capacity within their relationship, or he is mindful enough of whatever              
the society has to say of their mismatched educational level.  

  
 

● Strong, independent women find it easy to assert that they can survive in life              
without the need of a romantic partner. As the word “independent” is            
highly-embedded in their intrapersonal vocabulary, strong women tend to posit that they            
can do things on their own and can make life better even without the help of a romantic                  
partner. For some, it’s a very honoring and strong-founded principle; however, if we are              
going to dig deeper on life at a broader context, we can see that life is not always about                   
autonomy and self-sufficiency--- it’s also about love and meaningful connections. As           
Katherine Schafler of Time Magazine perfectly puts it, “the idea of not needing a man               
was once an empowering, necessary message in its specific context of financial            
autonomy. But now, it’s been generalized into an isolating directive that comes with             
the steep price tag of abdicating one of the most fundamental, basic human             
needs: The need for love.” 
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In all fairness, there are really women who don’t feel comfortable having a romantic              
partner at all; in that case, we ought to respect them as that might be part of their calling                   
in life. However, it would also be unfair to spread the claws of shallow feminism on                
millennial women, thus brainwashing them that independence is greater than love.           
Equality and empowerment still necessitate respect and balance.  
 
 

<H2> How To Put Love and Career On A Balance Scale 
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Alt Text: Amidst great work focus, there are always ways on how to balance romantic life and career development. 
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No matter how rigid it may seem, there are still a number of ways for strong and successful                  
women to savor career progress and love altogether. It is wise enough for these single women                
to know how to balance their romantic and work statuses through proper adjustment and logical               
thinking. The following will be of great help: 



 
● Be strong-founded, not dominant. Most men love strong women, but not dominant            

ones. The two are highly different: strong women are those who are able to withstand               
great pressure and circumstances, while dominant women are those who manipulate           
situations and people to get what they desire. If a woman begins looking for language               
that makes her man feel like a child and not as an equal partner, isolates him with                 
whatever she wants to do, then that’s not healthy anymore. Just like how women guard               
their hearts from toxic men, so do men have to run away from a controlling partner and                 
start finding a respectfully strong woman to tie the knot with in the future.  
 
In line with these things and in spite of great career achievements, women need not to                
terrorize and downgrade their date just to prove themselves superior and strong. Real             
strength doesn’t come with arrogance and hate; instead, it makes you logically brave             
and heralds the best possibilities of love. Develop career focus, but never reject good              
chances of love.  
 
 

● Don’t expect men to measure up with the kind of leadership strength you have.  
Strong and independent women are ideal leaders as well. If you are like this, keep your                
leadership skills going but never expect men to tie up or even surpass your capabilities               
or intelligence. This kind of behavior draws men away and causes deeper intimidation.             
Always understand that people are unique and different from each other, and just             
because a certain man is less of a leader than you doesn’t mean he’s weak at love. As                  
what Amy Rees Anderson of Forbes Magazine posits, “true leaders don’t control their             
people, they inspire them to do great things.” Hence, assess first the characteristics             
of the man you’re dating and never underestimate him for skills he can’t exceed you               
with.  

 
 

● Be open-minded to modern ways of dating.  
As the dating world has become so modernized, there are already a couple of new ways                
on how to find love, even outside the borders of your own homeland. If you’re too busy                 
and can’t find time to date men locally, then why not try it internationally? Online               
matchmakers are now available to let you seek genuine love overseas---the kind of love              
that immerses you with a new cultural taste.  
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